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ABSTRACT  
  

Variety in India has different identities numerous religions. This variety is likewise reflected in our 
regulations; we have a comprehensive set of laws considering individual rules that are made keeping 
faith in thought. Article 25 of the Indian constitution characterized India as a mainstream country, 
and the upsides of secularism are revered. It expresses that everybody will be permitted to follow 
their religion, and nobody will be separated on any grounds. 
Article-44 of the Directive Principles of state strategy expresses that the state must get a Uniform 
Civil Code for the residents all through the country. The primary goal behind the execution of a 
Uniform Civil Code in India is to set a regulation to administer the individual matters of the 
multitude of residents regardless of religion. Personal laws are unique from general rules, covering 
marriage, legacy, reception, separation, and support. India rehearses a model of secularism. It has 
made exceptional arrangements for individuals of various religions and the fundamental thought 
behind the Uniform Civil Code to treat everybody similarly independent of religion. Presently the 
issue exists because there are contrasts and inconsistencies inside the individual regulations. There 
are no consistencies. To counter these inadequacies, the Uniform Civil Code can be ordered. In this 
paper, the researcher wants to objectify the causes and analyze the Uniform Civil Code. 
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“One country, one rule is one more name for it” 

  INTRODUCTION  
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The Uniform Civil Code implies a uniform individual regulation for all country residents. This code 
will supplant India's current strict personal rules and have a consistent law that will take special care 
of the relative multitude of residents, independent of their religion. The creators of our Constitution 
have visualized this under Article 44. In any case, it has been unequivocally gone against because it 
is thought of as violative of Article 25 of the Constitution since it doesn't allow individuals to partake 
in individual regulations. 
 
This exploration paper will concentrate upon how a Uniform Civil Code will guarantee equity among 
every one individual on every one of the grounds and will likewise manage the cons of execution of 
uniform civil code in India that would it be able to bring about an opportunity of crumbling of the 
country given the interest for individual regulations. This paper will likewise examine the connection 
between uniform civil code and secularism and assess every one of the focuses. It will investigate if 
the execution of a uniform civil code in India is an intelligent thought.  
  

OBJECTIVES  
  

1.       To see whether the execution of a Uniform Civil Code be gainful for India 

2.       To be familiar with the issues and difficulties in execution of the Uniform Civil Code 

3.       To track down the connection between widespread civil code and secularism 

 

METHODOLOGY  
  

A doctrinal strategy for research has been utilized in setting up this exploration paper which 
incorporates an assortment of auxiliary information from different sources, for example, books, 
articles, research papers, online legitimate data sets, uncovered demonstrations, and so on the data 
gathered from these sources structure the essence and content of the exploration project to reach a 
fair resolution.  

  

CONTROVERSIES OVER UNIFORM CIVIL CODE  
  

Before getting into the debates of the uniform civil code, it is essential to get what causes these 
discussions by understanding the significance of uniform civil code. Uniform Civil code is that piece 
of the law that arrangements with issues connected with an individual group and decides consistent 
parents in direction for all residents, independent of his religion, clan, or station. UCC is engraved in 
article 44 of the Indian constitution in Article 35 in the draft. 
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This lies in section 4 of the Indian constitution and manages mandate standards of state strategy. 
Also, since these are non-legal freedoms, they can't be authorized in the courts. Presently coming to 
the discussions caused by the uniform civil code, In India, the fundamental driver for mutual 
contentions among the cavillers is individual regulations. The Uniform Civil Code is a consistent 
strategy or a normalized law that administers residents as a uniform regulation. One issue with a 
shortfall of having UCC all through India is that it might conflict with the essential standards of 
correspondence that are one of the fundamental privileges of the constitution because by giving 
individual regulations to a specific part of individuals, we are deciding the validity of the civil ethos 
in the country. 
 
Having a uniform civil code will divide the state from the religion to the state since individual 
regulations will stop when a uniform civil code is carried out. Personal rules lead to numerous 
mutual struggles that genuinely hurt the country, for instance, the destruction of different sanctuaries 
and mosques, and it shows that India is yet not prepared for having a uniform civil code. It 
additionally conflicts with article 25 of the constitution. Individuals who contend against the 
Uniform Civil Code for things, for example, marriage, separation, legacy, and any such custom are 
themselves conflicting with article 26(b) of the Indian constitution that expresses that: 
Dependent upon public request, ethical quality, and wellbeing, each strict mastery or any segment 
thereof will reserve the privileges to deal with its issues in the issues of religion. 
 
Since uniform civil code will be an infringement of this article, the legal executive doesn't investigate 
carrying out a uniform civil code because of the arrangements revered under article 25 and article 26 
of the Indian constitution indeed this issue has effectively been widely bantered upon in the Supreme 
court and considering article 25 and 26, and it was not exactly fruitful.  
 

GENDER JUSTICE THROUGH UNIFORM CIVIL CODE 

It is realized that individual laws of networks gender destructive forms are inbuilt. This is an 
aftereffect of the social and financial circumstances under which these have been developed. This is 
one of the Important reasons why there is a need to present changes in privacy regulations or achieve 
UCC to guarantee uniformity among people to achieve orientation equity. 

Ladies go through numerous troubles and a great deal of injury in issues connected with separation, 
marriage, and legacy. A portion of the models that can be utilized to comprehend this is the acts of 
polygamy, renunciation, and triple separations. Indian ladies have just properly conceded 
correspondence that too by just giving them equity in political privileges through the constitution of 
India. The position of ladies inside their family is sad due to the unequal benefits. 

Lady’s freedoms are overlooked inside the inner issues of the family. A uniform civil code, 
whenever carried out, will lay the justification for ladies to conquer different social wrongs that exist 
in public, for example, the polygamy framework and the endowment framework, which cause ladies 
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to feel the second rate and corrupted. If the individual regulations are followed aimlessly, ladies will 
always stay heavily influenced by men, which is a danger to essential standards of vocation. 

UNIFORM CIVIL CODE AND THE INDIAN CONSTITUTION  
  

The key issue lies in that, assuming the constitution producers had planned to execute a uniform civil 
code in India, they ought not to have made it part of the State Policy Principles Directive according 
to Article 44 of the Constitution. The State strategy standards set out in Part IV (Art. 36-51) of the 
Directive, as the name proposes, are just rules to the Government. 
 
These are just specific commitments for the State that will prompt excellent administration. They 
shouldn't be wholly sought after and are not enforceable by the Court. The Preamble of the Indian 
Constitution expresses that India is a civil, popularity-based republic. 
 
This intends that there is no State religion by any means. A civil state will not victimize anyone 
based on faith. Religion is concerned uniquely with the connection between people and God. It 
implies that religion ought not to mediate with a singular's life. The secularization interaction is 
firmly connected to the objective of the Uniform Civil Code as circumstances and logical results. 
 
According to R.S. Bommai v. Association of India1, as per Jeevan Reddy Justice, religion involves 
individual confidence. It cannot be stirred up with mainstream rehearses and can be managed by the 
public authority by the institution a regulation Throughout India; there is a guideline of positive 
secularism as unmistakable from the hypothesis of secularism embraced by the United States as well 
as the European States, for example, there is a mass of detachment among religion and State. 
 
The Preamble to the Constitution of India has chosen to make a "Mainstream" Democratic Republic. 
This intends that there is no authority religion or, in different terms, that the State doesn't follow up 
on a particular religion and doesn't segregate on the grounds of religion. Article 25 and 26 of the 
Constitution of India, as enforceable principal privileges, guarantee the opportunity of faith and the 
chance to direct strict undertakings. At the same time, Article 44, which isn't legitimately restricting 
in a court, expresses that the State will try to keep a uniform civil code in India. 
 
The issue with having individual regulations for all the religions is that having personal limitations 
implies having exceptional arrangements in the constitution for one segment of faith, and however 
much it will bring hatred, it will likewise acquire hostility public towards one another, and 
subsequently uniform civil code must bring such regulations that make harmony between insurance 
of strict standards and essential freedoms of different networks living in the State. Marriage, upkeep, 
separate et. Ought to be matters of civil nature, and regulations should exist to direct them 
  

                                                
1 R.S. Bommai v. Association of India Union of India ([1994] 2 SCR 644: AIR 1994 SC 1918: (1994)3 SCC1 
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THE ONLY STATE TO HAVE UCC REGARDLESS OF GENDER, 
RELIGION, AND CASTE.  
  

In India, Goa is the central state to have a UCC paying little mind to orientation, religion, and caste. 
There is a typical family regulation in Goa, so we can say that Goa is the central state in India that 
has a Uniform civil code. Everyone paying little mind to religion, Hindu, Muslim and Christian need 
to keep similar guidelines connected with progression, separation, and marriage. In 1961. A wedding 
in Goa is an agreement between two individuals having various orientations to live respectively and 
having a lawful family enlisted in the civil recorder's workplaces. 

There are additionally specific standards to which individuals of Goa should submit to managing 
individuals who are precluded from getting hitched. For example, any life partner abetting or doing 
the homicide of another mate can't perform the marriage. In any case, specific individuals also say 
that Goa doesn't have a uniform civil code since it isn't highly severe because of specific 
arrangements like the Hindu men reserving the option to polygamy as it is referenced under 
principles of uses and customs delicate Hindus of Goa. Goa has a uniform civil code, yet because of 
a couple of arrangements like these, specific individuals additionally contend that Goa doesn't have a 
uniform civil code.  

MERITS AND DEMERITS OF HAVING A UNIFORM CIVIL CODE  
  

To see whether executing a uniform civil code in India will be helpful for the nation or not, we 
should initially comprehend the benefits and negative marks of having a uniform civil code in the 
country. For that, we want to investigate what regulations will be impacted by carrying out a uniform 
civil code. Carrying out a uniform civil code will just influence the individual rules that depend on 
religion that implies the regulations managing divorce, marriage, reception, legacy, etc. 
 
Having a uniform civil all through India will undoubtedly advance the standards of equity because 
large numbers of the individual regulations that are permitted are not supported, and they bring the 
about inconsistent treatment of individuals and subsequently abuse the center standards of the Indian 
constitution as it was found in Shah Bano case2, an instance of triple talaq as the law of triple talaq 
was persecuting the Muslim ladies and was an infringement of their central freedoms while on the 
opposite side having a uniform civil code additionally advances the model of secularism that India 
has taken on that is called as sure secularism which is not quite the same as the model of secularism 
in the western nations so having a Uniform civil code might disregard the strict privileges of 
individuals too that have been allowed to them by the constitution of India by article44 under order 
standards of state strategy. 

 

                                                
2 Mohd. Ahmed Khan v. Shah Bano Begum [1985 (1) SCALE 767 = 1985 (3) SCR 844 = 1985 (2) SCC 556 = AIR 1985 SC 945 
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CONCLUSION 
  

Having a uniform civil code in a nation isn't simply an equity issue. Likewise, it is how a country 
obliges the diverse populace living inside it. In India, the opportunity to follow your religion also 
exists very much like other freedoms like the right to fairness and non-segregation. India has taken a 
course to oblige these assorted segments of individuals by allowing them to rehearse their strict 
customs by arrangements of individual regulations that, on the opposite side, outcomes in disparity. 
 
However, the inquiry is whether we have a superior method for arranging this? As clarified in the 
exploration paper, one way is embracing the western model of secularism. The country doesn't 
intercede with religion, and no arrangements exist for privacy regulations. Yet, we likewise should 
comprehend that the circumstances in India and the vast majority of the Western nations are not 
comparable. Thus, it can't be executed because even though the western countries guarantee to be 
civil, they show biases towards Christianity and the countries in the center east show biases towards 
Islam. Executing a uniform civil code may likewise gamble in pushing individuals into conditions 
they probably shouldn't live, which might cause an unsettling influence among the general 
population. 
 
It is additionally exceptionally evident that a uniform civil code doesn't disregard article 25 and 
article 26 on the constitution of India. The uniform civil code should instead be presented as another 
regulation and not simply be presented as a mix of individual rules since we mix personal rules in 
such a case. There will be the extent of intervention to emerge; for instance, the parliament should 
bring another code similar to the exceptional marriage demonstration of 1954 that will currently 
favor or show any predisposition towards any religion. 
 
Individuals need to comprehend that the idea of regulations and the idea of religion is different 
because the constitution of India permits individuals to follow their religion that will likewise 
proceed with eve after the requirement of uniform civil code as the uniform civil code won't remove 
anybody's freedoms to practice to pronounce anybody's religion. It is about time, and individuals in 
India need to begin seeing regulation and religion as various ideas having a uniform civil code will 
zero in on equivalent strengthening of individuals of all segments. Subsequently, it will be helpful in 
the nation and won't abuse the mainstream idea of the constitution. Thus, we can likewise say that 
the theory taken is ended up being right because having a uniform civil code is the earnest need of 
great importance. Amid the Hijab controversy, Union Minister Giriraj Singh said, "Uniform Civil 
Code is the need of the hour. The country is one, so there should be one law for all. Hindus have 
ended child marriages, therefore UCC is needed. There should be no personal religious laws, "Giriraj 
Singh said; his remarks come amid the Hijab row in Karnataka. 
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